In 1988, Harvard scientists patented the “OncoMouse” after successfully transferring a human cancer gene into a mouse. Since then, human neural stem cells have been transferred into the fetal brains of monkeys, chick embryos, fetal sheep, mouse brains and so on. These are examples of biological research that creates, or is capable of creating, interspecies transgenics, chimeras, hybrids and xenografts. The aim of this paper is to discuss the main ethical issues arising from this kind of research.

1. What and Why

As the examples above show, it is now possible to transplant genetic or cellular material of one organism into another. If the host is prenatal, what results is a chimera. Chimeras can be intraspecies (when the organisms are of the same species) or interspecies (when the organisms are of different species). An interspecies chimera can be a combination of DNA sequences from different species, or a mixture of cells from different species (through somatic cell nuclear transfers), or a combination of cells from zygotes of different species. The term “transgenics” is sometimes used to refer to the results of gene transfer to distinguish them from chimeras. Chimeras are usually distinguished from hybrids (such as mules, “ligers,” “geep,” and hybridized plants) and xenografts (the products of grafting tissues from one species onto postnatal hosts of another species). Hybridization and xenografting occur naturally but also have been going on experimentally for some time. However, chimera research has only just begun, spurred on by advances in stem cell research. Most recent chimera research efforts involve transplanting human stem cells into prenatal nonhuman animals. The chimeras that result from these efforts allow scientists to study the development of certain human cells, such as bone-marrow stem cells, without involving human embryos or human patients. Stem cells, like drugs, need to be tested on nonhuman subjects first. In the case of many stem cells, tests can be done in vitro, but the results will be more accurate if their development can be observed in living animals. In the case of some stem cells, their development can take place and be observed only in vivo. This does not mean that chimeras must be used, as certain tests can be conducted on postnatal animals by xenografting. However, certain stem cells can only be successfully assayed in prenatal hosts. So far at least, scientists have been able to study human retinal stem cells only by transplanting them into preanatomic hosts such as embryonic mouse blastocysts, or postanatomic hosts such as the eyes and brains of fetal monkeys. Other attempts at transplanting stem cells into postnatal hosts have only produced tumours.
2. The Issues

2.1 Health and Safety Risks

There are risks involved in the creation of chimeras. The crossing of species boundaries may allow diseases to transfer between humans and nonhumans. Zoonosis may be a big problem given threats such as avian influenza. Dangerous new strains of viruses and bacteria may pose new health and safety risks. (In 2001, Imperial College, London, was found guilty of breaching health and safety rules in a study that involved the creation of a chimera of the hepatitis C and dengue fever viruses.) In the longer terms, there is the risk of creating uncontrollable chimeric monsters.

2.2 Against Nature-Playing God

A cluster of issues comes under this heading. One is that a chimera is a life form artificially created and any such creation may be wrong, as it may be thought that the creation of life should be left to God or nature. Another is that, left alone, human and nonhuman tissues have their own, natural, ways of developing, which will be frustrated when they are merged together in chimeras. Also, it is often said that each species has its own natural integrity (and some say, dignity as well), and it is wrong to destroy it through chimera research.

2.3 The Repugnance Argument or the “Yuk” Factor

Some people find the idea of crossing species repugnant (although probably the majority have in mind hybrids and xenografts rather than chimeras). In the context of bioethics, the term “repugnance” was first used by Leon Kass against cloning. He claims that there is “wisdom in repugnance” and if people find cloning repugnant then it is likely to be wrong. Many critics of stem cell research contend that Kass’ claim applies especially to chimeras (as well as hybrids and xenografts).

2.4 The Imago Dei Argument

Related to the repugnance argument is the argument that since humans are created in (the Christian) God’s image, any tempering with the human form is a tampering and an offence to God’s image. One reason for the offence is that since animals are lower in the chain of being, to mix animal tissues with human tissues is to degrade the human form. John Paul II uses the term “original solitude” to describe the uniqueness and superiority of humans vis-à-vis the rest of nature. Chimera research disturbs our “original solitude.”

2.5 Moral and Social Confusion

Current social institutions and practices are based on long established and fairly entrenched views about humans and animals, and demarcation lines between the two groups. Chimeras can blur the demarcation lines and thus cause confusion. There will be new rights and obligations but it will be difficult to recognize them. Questions that
may be asked include: What will happen to our meat-eating practice in a world in which many animals have human tissues in them? How are we to treat, say, monkeys that have human blood running through their veins?

2.6 Identity Problem and the Moral Status of Chimeras

The issues in 2.5 above are grounded in more deep-seated issues about the identity and the moral status of chimeras. On the assumption that the moral status of something can only be determined if we know what kind of a thing it is, i.e. its identity, we need to settle questions such as: What kind of a thing is a human-animal chimera? Is it human or nonhuman? When is a chimera human enough for certain moral standards to apply (such as being respected, not being used solely as a means to an end, etc.)? In particular, some people find the prospect of transferring cognitive capacities to nonhumans alarming.

The above are the main ethical issues arising from chimera research. There are other issues, such as the use of animals in research generally, the use and destruction of human embryos and so on, which are ignored in this paper either because they are no longer controversial, or because the ethical safeguards are well enough established, or because they relate to a larger research context and should be discussed in such context.

3. Discussion

Issue 2.1

The issue of health and safety risks can be addressed from the utilitarian point of view, which focuses on consequences. From this point of view, whether something ought to be permitted depends on the balance of benefits over harms. Whether the health and safety risks of doing something constitute an ethical barrier depends on what we stand to lose without doing it. Looking at the harms, or risks of harms, alone is not sufficient. The taking of any kind of drug has risks and the sensible thing to do is to weigh the risks against the benefits. It would be irresponsible, and perhaps morally wrong, not to immunize one’s children against deadly childhood diseases on the grounds that the vaccines are not risk-free. If chimera research promises to do no better than curing skin acnes then perhaps it is not worth the risks (not to mention the financial costs). What benefits can we expect from chimera research is largely a scientific question. The evidence so far indicates that the benefits are likely to be substantial, more than enough to justify the known risks. Naturally, there is an ethical responsibility on the part of scientists to discover as much as possible about health and safety risks and to minimize them (just as there is an ethical – as well as legal – responsibility to produce safer vaccines and other drugs). The greater the threat of harm, the greater care scientists will have to exercise in conducting research. The threat can be estimated by estimating the actual harm and the probability of it occurring, and taking the product of the two. The harm of chimeric monsters being unleashed may be great, but the probability of this occurring is low enough for the threat to be regarded as minimal. One worrying
kind of “monster” is a nonhuman animal with human cognitive functions. However, there is little likelihood of one being created if only dissociated human neural cells are used, and none if nonneural cells, such as human retinal stem cells, are used. Indeed, as long as the number of cells transferred is small enough, the host will retain its own characteristics. Even if the number is large, the anatomical constraints of the host are such that the development of human characteristics is unlikely. Still, in general, it is wise for the society to work with the scientific community to keep the probability of great harms occurring as low as possible through stringent rules regulating the number and kind of human cells transferred and the selection of host animals.

**Issue 2.2**

The “Playing-God” objection applies to a whole range of biomedical issues, ranging from IVF to gene therapy. In nonreligious terms, the claim is that anything “unnatural” is wrong. A number of things can be said about this claim. One is that nothing can be unnatural in the sense of going against the laws of nature. Scientific experiments, like everything else, must conform to the laws of nature. If “unnatural” is taken in this sense then there is no objection. If on the other hand by “unnatural” is meant “not how things turn out in nature” then the objection can be reduced to an absurdity, namely we should not take any medication for any illness (as this is not how a body heals itself in nature). Another point to make is that it is at least problematic to translate from what is the case to what ought to be the case. Whether something is right or wrong ethically must be based on ethical considerations (which, to be sure, have to be factually informed), rather than purely factual considerations.

In the case of chimera research, the objection is that scientists should not be playing God in harming species integrity and dignity and in creating new life forms. Species integrity and dignity will be discussed below, in relation to Issue 2.6. As for creating new life forms and other ways of “playing God,” a number of things can be said:

- To some extent, this objection amounts to a misunderstanding of what scientists do. They do not create life as such; they just “rearrange” the ways life manifests itself. If this is also considered wrong then the reductio ad absurdum point above applies: many standard medical procedures are just “rearranging” how life manifests itself, typically from a diseased state to a healthy state and it is absurd to suggest that such medical intervention is wrong.

- How do we know what God’s plans are when it comes to scientific knowledge and practice? Is it not possible that stem cell research is part of those plans?

- The “playing God” argument cuts both ways. In the euthanasia debate, many opponents of euthanasia claim that doctors should not be playing God in deciding who should die and when. If this claim is sound and if chimera research can save life then to stop it is to play God with respect to those whose lives can be saved.
At least one scientist has claimed that Judaism permits us to “play God” as long as we play according to His rules. Indeed, we are encouraged to “play God” if “playing God” means to heal and to provide effective medical relief. What is forbidden in Judaism is stem cell research, or any kind of research, conducted for eugenic purposes: this would be playing against His rules.

Making the points above does not mean that the religious aspect of the “playing God” argument can simply be ignored. The underlying religious convictions may still be sincerely and strongly held, and a society, particularly a multi-religious one, has the responsibility to engage all of its members in a dialogue to ensure that good science can be done without violating anyone’s fundamental rights, or offending anyone’s dignity or religious sensibility.

**Issue 2.3**

Concerning the repugnance argument or the “yuk” factor, the obvious point to make is that repugnance is an emotional response. What role it plays in moral judgments is not clear. It may be argued that it should play no role at all. Leon Kass admits that the “repugnance argument” is not really an argument in the logical sense, but insists that repugnance cannot be ignored because there is “wisdom” in it. It is not clear what this claim amounts to. One possibility is that we are made by nature to feel repugnant against something so as to avoid it for our own good. For instance, we find that incest is repugnant and it turns out that there are good reasons to say that it is a bad thing and should be avoided. However, the case of incest shows that we should not object to something just because it is a taboo but because there are good reasons to say that it is a bad thing. On this interpretation, all that the “repugnance argument” shows is that we should find out whether there really are good reasons for objecting to chimera research other than the feeling of repugnance. Kass does not offer any. Repugnance is at best a symptom of what is wrong and there is no substitute for a proper diagnosis of what is wrong. Incidentally, while anthropologists have found that incest is near enough to being universally repugnant, a taboo in nearly all cultures, the idea of a biological chimera is not so. Repugnance against chimeras, if any, is not even a reliable symptom of something wrong. Kass is right in insisting that we should not become “souls that have forgotten how to shudder,” but having shuddered, we should take a close look at what we are shuddering at before taking a swipe at it: it could well be a harmless crawling insect on the back or worse still a prized specimen!

Another way of cashing out Kass’ “repugnance argument” is to put it in terms of Midgley’s argument about emotions. She claims that feelings and reasons are complementary: judgments of right and wrong are accompanied by feelings of approval and disapproval (and in the case of a serious wrong, a strong feeling such as disgust, or repugnance). She concludes that strong emotional reaction should be taken seriously, for there may be good reasons for it, and even if there are no obvious good reasons, it should still be respected rather than summarily dismissed as “emotional.” However, once again, all that the argument establishes is that we need to find out whether there are good reasons for reacting negatively to something and that, even if
no good reasons are found, we should still respect the negative reaction. The practical question now is how to show respect for the negative reaction when there are no good reasons for it. Clearly, it is unreasonable to suggest that an activity should be stopped just because some people strongly object to it (without being able to offer good reasons for the objection). After all, many people did, and some still do, strongly object to interracial relations, kissing or holding hands in public and so on. Still, it may be said that just because a large number of people feel that something is repugnant, it is at least morally problematic. The problem is how to deal ethically with members of the community who react negatively to certain things for no apparent good reasons. There may be social and ethical costs to bear in allowing something like chimera research. The costs can be minimized through public dialogues, consultations and discussions. Whatever costs that remain, bearing in mind that not all people can be pleased all the times, will have to be weighed against the expected benefits. On available evidence, the benefits of chimera research seem substantial enough to absorb the ethical costs of going against the preferences of those who object on non-rational grounds, particularly if it can be ensured that such research does not violate anyone’s fundamental rights.

**Issue 2.4**

In nonreligious terms, the “Imago Dei” argument inveighs against crossing species boundaries, typically on the grounds of preserving the dignity and integrity of the human species. This aspect of the argument will be discussed later in relation to Issue 2.6. In religious terms, the objection is directed at the crossing into the human form, which is regarded as holy insofar as it is the image of God. The point to notice straightaway is that this objection is rooted in the Judeo-Christian tradition (which does not mean that all followers of this tradition raise it). Other religious traditions do not seem to give rise to the same objection. Indeed, in some religions, the worshipped images often combine human and animal features, such as a human body with an elephant head. The “Monkey God,” it seems, is human, monkey and God rolled into one.

Another point to make is that the argument does not make a distinction between the human form and tokens, or manifestations of that form. Chimera research does not alter and is not aimed at altering the human form as such even though it may alter the form of some token humans. Indeed, it may be said that chimera research aims at preserving the human form against diseases that threaten that form. Failing to make this distinction could well be an offense to all those humans unfortunate enough not to conform to the human form for whatever reason (does an amputee offend Imago Dei?). There is a danger of altering the human form if the human germline is systematically affected by chimera research but the risk of this is low. Naturally, there is a responsibility to keep it low. Also, a society has the responsibility to engage those members of the society who take the Imago Dei argument seriously, through public dialogues, consultations and discussions.
**Issue 2.5**

In general, just because something causes confusion, it does not follow that it is a bad thing or that it should not be permitted. The emancipation of black slaves caused a great deal of economic and social confusion for the United States, but that is not a reason to say that it should not have happened. Many people complain that the women’s liberation movement has caused a great deal of social confusion, but this not a reason not to emancipate women. When fundamental rights are concerned, the costs in terms of moral and social confusion may have to be born. It may be argued that those whose lives would be better off as a result of chimera research has a right to its benefits that may outweigh the costs in terms of moral and social confusion. However, the issue is more likely to be settled on the basis of the likelihood and the extent of social and moral confusion. It will be at least a concern if the confusion is so great as to outweigh any benefits to be had, but there is no evidence to show that this is the case with chimera research. We are already familiar with images of human-animal mixtures, in various religions, in folklores, in story books, in films and art works and so on. Many of us growing up with Sesame Street stories of Miss Piggy do not seem to have any trouble with eating pork. To be sure, we may think differently if some pigs do act like Miss Piggy, but the evidence so far indicates that they will fly before they do so. It is of course possible that those who raise this objection have in mind a confusion at a deeper level, having to do with the integrity and dignity of species, which would be threatened if species boundaries are breached. The thought is that there would be a moral confusion as the established moral order based on existing species boundaries would no longer apply. This aspect of the objection will be discussed below.

**Issue 2.6**

Many different ethical concerns arise from the fear that stem cell research, in creating interspecies organisms, will undermine the boundaries that now separate the species. As pointed out above, in one aspect, the “playing God” argument says that crossing species boundaries will harm the integrity and dignity of species. Another concern is that blurring the species boundaries will cause moral confusion insofar as there is an established moral order based on the hierarchy of species. Many writers have dismissed both concerns, arguing that they are based on a mistake, namely that there are rigidly fixed species boundaries. They point out that biologists themselves do not believe in them: “The biological categorization of species is empirical and pragmatic,” which means that “species categories are never real, ontological entities or natural kinds.” Indeed, there are many different concepts of species. However, dismissing the idea of fixed species boundaries goes some way toward addressing the first concern, but does not settle the moral issue underlying the second, which can simply be shifted to the talk about kinds of things that we are perfectly familiar with. In our ordinary conceptual scheme, there is such a thing as the human kind, members of which we can easily identify and pick out, and distinguish from members of other kinds. Mapped onto this conceptual scheme is a moral hierarchy of kinds on which the human kind occupies the top rung and the other kinds occupy the lower rungs according to how close they are to us in terms of anatomical and psychological
development. For instance, we typically regard killing an insect not as serious as killing a cat, which in turn is not as serious as killing a monkey, a chimpanzee and a human being, in that order. The complaint against stem cell research is really based on this ordinary conceptual and moral framework.

There are two types of complaint. One is that chimeras, hybrids and so on invalidate our conceptual scheme concerning kinds and as a result causes moral confusion. Differently put, they will provide a metaphysical test that our conceptual scheme could well fail. We may no longer be sure about what we have taken to be the criteria for being a member of a certain kind. This type of complaint can be fairly easily dismissed. The introduction of interspecies entities, such as the “OncoMouse,” does not lead to the elimination of kinds of beings as we know them anymore than the creation of “ligers” and “geep” leads to the elimination of lions and tigers and goat and sheep. Our ordinary conceptual scheme still applies to ordinary human beings and ordinary lions, tigers, goat and sheep. To be sure, the new entities could overwhelm the existing ones in a battle for survival. However, the likelihood of this occurring is so remote as to constitute no threat at all. Even if it ever came to pass, there would be no moral issue, as there would no longer be the human kind as we know it, for which it is a moral issue. What is not so remote is that there would be more and more entities that do not fit in any existing kind. However, conceptually, if we could cope with mules as a kind, there is no reason why we cannot cope with ligers and geep, or for that matter, onco-mice or humice, as new kinds of entities. That leads to the second type of worry, namely how we are to treat the individual new entities, or what moral status they possess.

To facilitate the discussion, it is useful to distinguish three possible varieties of chimeras and hybrids: (1) Those that can be said to belong to different kinds, that is, wholly of kind X and wholly of kind Y (and Z …), (2) Those that are wholly of one kind only but possess features of another kind and (3) Those that do not belong to any existing kind, neither fish nor fowl. It may be thought that (1) is logically impossible. However, DiSilvestro has argued that it is logically possible for one entity to be wholly of one kind and wholly of another kind. He cites a theological view of the doctrine of Incarnation on which the entity Jesus is wholly human and wholly God. DiSilvestro then suggests what he calls the “Maximum Respect Principle” to determine the moral status of any such entity: it has the status of the kind that deserves the most respect. Thus, since God has a greater status than humans, the human Jesus who is also God deserves the moral status of God, which includes our worshipping Him. If this suggestion is right then any entity that is both wholly human and wholly animal has the higher moral status of a human, insofar as humans are ranked higher than animals on the moral scale. The only alternative to the Maximum Respect Principle is one that calls for recognizing the minimum status (the Minimum Respect Principle), or somehow adding the two (the Additive Principle), or subtracting the lower from the higher (the Subtractive Principle), or averaging the two (the Averaging Principle). None of the latter would work in the case of Jesus who cannot be respected just as a human being (as required by the Minimum Principle), or as more or less than God (as
required by any of the other three principles). It looks like we have a reasonable principle to settle the question of the moral status of interspecies entities. As it turns out, the ethical issue is much simpler than DiSilvestro has envisaged. This is so because even if he is right in his claim that (1) is logically possible, there is no evidence to suggest that it is biologically possible. Biological properties characteristic of a biological kind tend to preclude the development of biological properties characteristic of another kind. For instance, it has been pointed out that it is “highly unlikely that even a monkey chimera whose entire thalamocortical system was human-derived could possess human consciousness, as its neurons would lie in anatomically different networks.”\(^{10}\) This means that even if we take the capacity for human consciousness as sufficient for being a member of the human kind, it is still “highly unlikely” that there can be an entity that is wholly human and wholly simian or wholly something else. Stem cell research is likely to lead to entities of type (2) or (3). A type (2) entity is wholly of one kind but possesses characteristics of another kind. A monkey with human blood flowing through its vein remains wholly monkey, and only monkey, even though it is not an ordinary monkey. Likewise, a human being with a baboon heart remains wholly human, and only human, even though he or she is not an ordinary human. As such, the question of moral status does not arise: the monkey with human blood has the moral status of a monkey, no more and no less, and Baby Fae, had she survived and grown up with the baboon heart beating in her chest, would have retained the moral status of a human being, no more and no less. Entities of type (3) are somewhat more troublesome but still, as a minimum, we can say that if something is neither human nor simian then it does not have the status of a human being nor that of a monkey. What it has depends on our decision concerning where we would fit that kind of entities in our existing moral order. There is little problem if the new animal comes from different kinds of animals of the same moral status. (Thus, insofar as the goat and the sheep have the same moral status, the hybrid geep takes on that same moral status.) As for other entities, decisions need to be made. We might decide to place the “humouse” kind higher than the mouse kind, in which case we would give a “humouse” a greater moral status than we would a mouse. However, it will be a very long time, if ever, before there are enough entities of this type for us to have to start thinking of new kinds and their moral status, particularly if they remain laboratory specimens rather than proliferating as naturally living entities.

4. Conclusion

The ethical concerns about stem cell research are extensive and not unreasonable. It has major implications for our fundamental values, beliefs and practices. However, there does not seem to be any ethical barrier against it. Nevertheless, there is a continuing need for public dialogues and debates in order to gain as much consensus and support for the new science as possible. Ethical and other safeguards should also be in place to ensure public trust. There is little doubt that the health benefits will be substantial. But perhaps the greatest benefit is not something related to human health and welfare. It has to do with the way we think of ourselves. Human-animal chimeras
will confirm once and for all our continuity with the rest of nature, or as Barash puts it, our “glorious connection with the rest of life.”\footnote{David P. Barash, “Humans Don’t Stand Outside Nature,” \textit{Commentary, Seattle Post Intelligencer}, Wednesday, May 25, 2005.}
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